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S ta l k e r
The Doig family refits a former U.S. Navy Seals RHIB

By Peter A. Robson
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I

don’t think any of us
had laughed so much in years. We were kids again, hooting and hollering while racing around Vancouver Harbour
at 40 knots in an all-black former U.S. Navy Seals rigid hull
inflatable (RHIB) with a 50-calibre machine gun mounted on
the bow.
We were guests of David and Emma Doig, who’d purchased
the 30-foot Nova Marine Night Stalker on the East Coast of
the U.S. and brought it back to Vancouver to be modified and
repowered as a tender for the Doig’s beautifully-restored 1938
ex-seiner Midnight Sun (there’s another story there).
This afternoon was a chance for friends and family to celebrate the rebirth of the Night Stalker and share in the sheer joy
of zooming around the harbour at full speed, bouncing over
waves, doing donuts, pretending we were Navy Seals while a
battle-dressed guest stood braced behind the sights of the 50
calibre. (The machine gun had been deactivated and the various police outfits had been informed that we’d be out there.)
So why would someone want a former Seals’ RHIB? Well,
David and Emma Doig like to cruise with friends and family aboard their beautifully restored ex-seiner Midnight Sun,
which can sleep up to 12 people and entertain a whole lot
more. At 80 feet though, it often makes more sense to find a
safe anchorage and become a mother ship. Then, it’s much
simpler to use a tender to serve as a shuttle, make runs to the
store, and most importantly, to use for day trips to explore the
surrounding area.
Before purchasing the Night Stalker, the Doigs used an 18foot Novurania RHIB with a 130 horsepower outboard as their
tender. It worked well, but the only problem was that it could
only carry about six people and didn’t quite have the capacity,
range, speed or seakeeping ability that they wanted.
From the Navy to a Tender In 2012, David Doig saw a

listing for an ex-Navy RHIB on eBay. It was reportedly one
of 18 built in the early 1990s by Nova Marine America (now
defunct) for the elite US Navy Seals and designed for “missions in extreme conditions.” It was powered by twin 300
horsepower Iveco diesels turning PP jet drives, which have
the advantage of not having props to get dinged by debris,
they turn sharper, can almost move sideways and can operate
in very shallow water. All these make them ideal for the Seals
and their covert operations.
When the Seals were done with the Night Stalker, it was sold
to a New England fire department for use as a rescue craft.
It was later sold to a former Navy diver who used it for commercial diving work out of New Hampshire. When he put it
on eBay, Doig thought it would be fun to go check it out (fun
seems to be a keyword with the Doigs). He phoned a buddy
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What could
be more fun
than ripping
around in an
ex U.S. Navy
Seals boat?
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and they flew east to see the boat. After
checking it out, David figured it would be
ideal and made an offer. Unfortunately,
the offer was declined and the two prepared to leave town. However, as the two
were leaving, Doig checked out the eBay
site and realized the auction was about to
close and the minimum bid was $25,000,
which was less then his refused offer.
He put in a bid for the minimum and he
ended up with the boat. Doig would later
make arrangements to get the boat towed
back to the West Coast, but first he and
his friend had to get home to Vancouver,
which turned into a bit of a nightmare.
Hurricane Sandy was beating the heck out
of the Eastern Seaboard and after driving
south from New Hampshire to catch their
plane in Boston, they discovered that all
flights out of that airport were cancelled.
They then drove west through massive
power outages, torrential rain, flooding
and trees coming down all around them
to try and outrun the hurricane. They
made it to Buffalo, New York, but all flights
out of that city were cancelled too. They
then headed across the border to Toronto
where they finally boarded a flight home.
Modifications The Doig’s new boat
was delivered to Vancouver a few weeks
later and the owners did a couple of modifications—adding a Bimini top over the
helm and a radar arch at the stern—and
then used the boat as their new tender for
the next three years. By this time the Iveco
diesels and jet drives were feeling their
age. When one of the diesels dropped
a valve, which fell into the cylinder and
caused a catastrophic failure, it was time
to do some rethinking. Rebuilding the
diesels and jet drives was one option. Another was to replace the old diesels and
jet drives with new ones. A third option
was to get rid of the diesels and jets and
replace them with equivalent outboard
motors. Rebuilding proved to be unworkable as the old engines and jets were too
far gone to rebuild. Replacing the drive
train didn’t pan out either as there were
no other diesels of equivalent horsepower
that would physically fit the space (Iveco
had changed the configuration of their
comparable diesel from a straight six to
a V8). After doing the math, they figured
it made the most sense to repower with
twin 300 horsepower six-cylinder Evinrude two-stroke outboards. David liked
the better torque and lighter weight of the
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3D renderings of Gavin
Erickson’s design for the
conversion. A full set of
shop drawings were derived
directly from Erickson’s
computer models.

two-strokes and he’d had good experience
with Evinrudes in the past. Outboards
would also potentially increase the top
speed by 10 or more knots. As far as hardware went, outboards would cost about
half that of new diesels and jet drives.
David then approached Tim Charles of
Platinum Marine, who David had worked
with on various projects over the years,
and asked him if he wanted to take on
the project. Tim agreed and the boat was
brought over to Platinum’s facility on
Mitchell Island, on the Fraser River.
Repowering There were two important
considerations in repowering. The first
was how to make the transom structurally strong enough to attach the new outboard—the original was never designed
to carry the weight of big outboards. The
second was how to maintain the original
centre of gravity when two 580-pound
outboards were added aft. To make sure
this was done right, Charles brought in
Naval Architect Gavin Erickson, who often
does work with Platinum. Erickson started
by physically measuring and weighing
the RHIB, finding its centre of gravity and
modeling it with a CAD program. Next,
the diesels and jet drives were removed
and weighed. This allowed Erickson to
determine the placement of the new outboards and tanks to keep the same centre

of gravity, despite the engines being further aft.
To help matters, Evinrude was able to
provide 3D modelling for the new outboards and this allowed Erickson and
Platinum’s composite engineer and lamination expert Paul Magas to position the
outboards to the manufacturer’s specs for
height, distance from centreline and to design and fabricate a new transom. When
done, it was 2.75 inches thick and attached
with knees to two new full-length fourinch square fibreglass stringers, which
also stiffened the overall structure to handle the added loads that would be generated by the vessels increased speed.
To help maintain the correct centre of
gravity, two 100-gallon aluminum tanks
were added to the space freed up by the
old engines. These were in addition to the
two original 75-gallon side tanks that were
left in place.
The original engine compartment was
boxed in to provide additional storage
and was fitted with an electric cooler and
a manual head, a valuable addition when
doing day trips. The lid of the compartment hinges up to provide privacy. The
new transom required modifications to
the radar arch to allow the outboards to
tilt up out of the water. Six big, heavy-duty
Freeman Marine watertight hatches were
added—four on the foredeck and two

The

The Night Stalker, shown
upon its arrival in Vancouver.

rebuild

Three years later, after getting good use, an engine
blew and this lead to the decision to rebuild.

The original jet drives were to be removed
and replaced by outboard motors.

The old jet drives have been removed.
Fabrication of the new transom is underway.
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aft of the storage compartment—making
the Night Stalker pretty well unsinkable,
even if all the floats were deflated. The
major work was done at the Mitchell Island shop while the finishing was done at
Charles’s Miltown Marine on the Fraser
River at the south foot of Granville Street
in Vancouver. Lordship Marine, a company the Doigs have dealt with for decades,
provided the Evinrude outboards and did
the installation work.

Charles offered: “Working with passionate clients is what drives our business,
and when someone has a vision and a
determination like David of what they
want, it makes it that much more satisfying for our team to help them get there.”
He added, “What can be more fun than a
high speed adventure RHIB that can pack
all your dogs, friends and family to see
beautiful B.C.”
Back to the machine gun. It is not

Performance As we raced around the

harbour, David Doig had a huge smile on
his face. He said the boat behaves just as
Gavin Erickson, the naval architect, said
it would and he was very happy with the
refit. Not only was the Night Stalker much
cooler looking and faster (top speed of 48
knots at 5,500 rpm compared to 25 knots
with the diesels), it was about 25 percent
lighter and more fuel-efficient (20 gph at
35 knots, which translates to an impressive 1.75 mpg). Another benefit is that the
speed doesn’t appear to be affected significantly by the number of people aboard.
When the Doigs were in Victoria helping
with the start of the Vic–Maui Yacht Race,

As we raced around
the harbour, David

a permanent fixture of the Doig’s Night
Stalker. It was on loan from Major Ian
Davidson-Newby of International Movie

The

Services, who has thousands of pieces of
military equipment from ships to tanks
to airplanes that he rents out as props for
the movie industry. It is interesting to note
that Davidson got into the movie business
after being brought in to teach Sylvester
Stalone to act like a proper soldier in the
original Rambo movie which was filmed
right here in the Lower Mainland.
So, if you’re out cruising and see a
big black RHIB speeding around with a
group of smiling and laughing passengers
aboard, it just might be the Doig’s Night
Stalker.
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Doig had a huge
smile on his face
they had 28 people aboard and the Night
Stalker could cruise at 35 knots. Even with
as many as 15 aboard, the Night Stalker
can still do its 48 knot top cruise.
While not directly tied to the refit, David
is especially pleased with the performance
in a big seaway. Under normal conditions,
the running tubes are not in the water. Instead, the Night Stalker runs on its fibreglass bottom. However, David explained
that when coming off a big wave, the tubes
stop the bow from being buried and provide a gentle lifting motion and this really
improves stability and performance.
In commenting on the work Platinum
did, David Doig said, “Tim was very, very
good to deal with. He’s a young guy who
has done really well in a tough environment. He’s a real bright light and a good
spokesman for the B.C. boatbuilding industry. He went beyond the call of duty
and personally took interest in the modifications that were done; he attended meetings himself and provided some really
good input. In addition, he was very understanding and accommodating when it
came to the business relationship.”
From the point of view of Platinum, Tim

Planning Your Summer Trip Along the Central Coast?
Shearwater is the Gateway to the Great Bear Rainforest and your strategic
destination for fuel, provisions, moorage, and more. If you are cruising the Inside
Passage this summer - make sure that Shearwater is a stop that you have planned!

DOCKSIDE:

• Potable Water & Electrical Hook Ups
• Great Cellular Coverage

• Free WiFi - Stay Connected
• Reservations Recommended

FUEL DOCK | SUPPLIES | TRAVEL LIFT & REPAIRS
BAR & GRILL | HARDWARE STORE | HOTEL | GROCERY STORE
LIQUOR OUTLET | LAUNDRY | and MORE!

Harbourmaster on VHF 66a
www.shearwater.ca | 250-957-2666 | 1-800-663-2370
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